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1inTRoDUcTion
In February of 2011, President Barack Obama attended a small dinner with several Silicon 
Valley executives. Seated between Apple founder Steve Jobs and Facebook founder Mark 
Zuckerberg, the conversation quickly turned to the large shortage of trained engineers in the 
United States, according to Walter Isaacson’s biography of Steve Jobs. Jobs reportedly put 
the case bluntly to the President, stating that he employs 700,000 factory workers in China 
because he cannot recruit 30,000 engineers in the United States.1
Similar stories of skills gaps are found at companies large and small all over the US economy. 
Microsoft currently has 3,400 job openings for engineers, software developers, and research-
ers that it cannot fill, an increase of 34% over its openings from last year. 2 A June 2011 study 
by McKinsey & Company found that more than one in every four science and engineering 
firms report difficulty hiring. 3 And a recent survey of national job posting data revealed that 
there are currently 1.9 job openings for every unemployed worker in science, technology, en-
gineering, and mathematics (“STEM”).4 The US government estimates that jobs in STEM fields 
have grown three times faster than jobs in the rest of the US economy over the last 10 years, 
and expects STEM job creation to continue to outperform over the coming decade.5
There is universal agreement on the need to reform the US education system to encourage 
more US students to enter STEM occupations. Currently, the number of US students pursuing 
STEM fields is growing at less than one percent per year, and by 2018 there will be more than 
230,000 advanced degree STEM jobs that will not be filled even if every single new American 
STEM grad finds a job.6
As a near term solution to fill the perceived STEM shortage, University Presidents, STEM em-
ployers, STEM workers, and others have called on Congress to reform US immigration laws to 
recruit and retain high-skilled foreign-born STEM workers,7 and members of Congress have 
taken up the call for reform. Both Democrats and Republicans from the US Senate and the US 
House of Representatives have introduced bills to provide green cards to foreign advanced 
degree graduates in STEM from US universities.8 Polls have shown broad bipartisan support 
for these bills across political, ideological, racial, and ethnic lines.9
As these bills are considered, it is important to ask and address the following questions: (1) 
Does a STEM shortage exist?; (2) What is the extent of the STEM shortage, and in what fields 
is it most prominent?; and (3) Would hiring foreign STEM professionals displace their Ameri-
can counterparts?
To answer these questions, this report analyzes data from the US Census and the US Depart-
ment of Education Integrated Post-Secondary Education Data System (IPEDS).
The data show that:
 • there is full employment for us stem workers with advanced degrees: 
While the current national unemployment rate hovers around 8 percent, 
the unemployment rate for US citizens with PhDs in STEM is just 3.15 per-
cent, and 3.4 percent for those with master’s degrees in STEM. Given that 
the US government has defined “full-employment” to be 4 percent, this 
suggests a skills shortage of STEM professionals with advanced degrees. 
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 • In many stem occupations, unemployment is virtually non-existent: 
Unemployment is particularly low in STEM occupations such as Petro-
leum Engineers (0.1 percent), Computer Network Architects (0.4 percent), 
Nuclear Engineers (0.5 percent), Environmental Scientists and Geoscien-
tists (1.2 percent), Database Administrators (1.3 percent), Statisticians (1.6 
percent), Engineering Managers (1.6 percent), and Aerospace Engineers 
(1.9 percent).
 • STEM fields employ a far higher proportion of foreign workers than non-
STEM fields: In STEM fields, 26.1 percent of workers with PhDs are foreign 
born, as are 17.7 percent of workers with master’s degrees. In comparison, 
in non-STEM fields, just 6.4 percent of doctoral workers and 5.2 percent of 
masters workers are foreign born.
 • STEM fields with high percentages of foreign STEM workers have low un-
employment rates for us workers: Although nearly 25 percent of Medical 
Scientists are foreign born, US Medical Scientists enjoy an unemployment 
rate of just 3.4 percent, fully five percentage points lower than the national 
non-STEM unemployment rate (8.4 percent).  Similar stories exist for STEM 
occupations such as physical scientists and computer software designers, 
where immigrants make up more than 20 percent of the field and unem-
ployment is just 4 percent.  Unemployment across all STEM occupations 
is just 4.3 percent, and the unemployment rate is actually lower than that 
average in 10 of the 11 STEM occupations with the largest proportion of 
foreign workers.11
 • foreign-born stem workers are paid on-par with us stem workers: 
There is no verifiable evidence that foreign-born STEM workers adversely 
affect the wages of American workers by providing a less expensive 
source of labor. The average STEM worker actually makes slightly more 
than his or her US counterpart, earning on average $61 more per week.
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That data show that many STEM occupations have markedly low unemployment, and that for-
eign born STEM workers currently in the workforce are complementing, not displacing their 
US counterparts. This suggests that the bills proposed in Congress to provide green-cards for 
STEM graduate degree holders from US universities would help meet a documented need in 
the US labor force without hurting US workers.
Not only would foreign STEM workers fail to displace their US-born counterparts, but, accord-
ing to existing research, they would actually create additional opportunities for US workers. 
Every foreign-born student who graduates from a US university with an advanced degree and 
stays to work in STEM has been shown to create on average 2.62 jobs for American workers – 
often because they help lead in innovation, research and development.12
The fact is that many of the talented STEM workers who could fill the gaps in our labor force 
are already here training in our universities, powering the research our universities are cham-
pioning. Foreign-born students make up 41 percent of masters and 45 percent of PhDs in 
STEM at US universities.13 Their impact on university research, along with the impact of for-
eign-born professors and postdoctoral fellows, has been shown to be dramatic. At the top 10 
patent-producing US Universities – a group that includes Caltech, MIT, Georgia Tech, Stanford, 
University of Texas, University of California, University of Wisconsin, University of Illinois, Uni-
versity of Michigan, and Cornell – more than 3 out of every 4 patents (76 percent) the schools 
received in 2011 had an immigrant inventor.14 Yet under current immigration laws, many of 
these students have to leave after they graduate because there is no clear path for them to 
stay in the US.
The data in this report shows an immediate need in the US economy for more STEM workers 
with advanced degrees. For a long-term fix, America must improve its domestic pipeline with 
programs to improve STEM education and career training at all levels of schooling. Improving 
education is essential, but this will take years to yield new workers with advanced degrees. 
Meanwhile, there are talented and accomplished STEM graduates from US universities who 
are blocked from contributing to the US economy by current immigration law. To spur innova-
tion, meet labor force needs and help the economy grow, Congress should reform immigra-
tion laws to recruit and retain more foreign-born STEM workers trained in US universities.
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4there is full employment for 
us citizens in stem
Zero unemployment is neither attainable nor necessarily desir-
able. As companies reorganize, businesses open and close, and 
people look to change jobs or move from city to city, some de-
gree of unemployment is inevitable and may even be healthy. For 
example, the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco has argued 
that it is “well understood that some ‘frictional’ unemployment, 
which involves the search for new jobs and the transition between 
occupations, is a necessary accompaniment to the proper func-
tioning of the economy in the long run.”15 If unemployment is too 
low, economists believe that inflation will ensue.16
Labor economists therefore tend to discuss employment not in 
terms of zero unemployment, but in terms of “full employment,” 
and Congress’ charge to the federal government is not to to end 
unemployment, but rather to promote full employment.17 Full 
employment is generally defined as the lowest unemployment 
rate consistent with stable inflation, and it varies depending upon 
economic conditions. The federal government defined full em-
ployment for individuals over 16 to be 4 percent unemployment 
in the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978, which 
still governs the federal government’s responsibility to promote 
employment.18
Unemployment in the US economy, currently hovering around 8 
percent, far exceeds full employment levels. But in STEM fields, 
particularly for STEM workers with advanced degrees, unemploy-
ment is far lower. US STEM workers with PhDs enjoy unemploy-
ment of just 3.15 percent, while those with Master’s Degrees have 
unemployment of just 3.40 percent, both comfortably below what 
would be understood as full employment in the broader labor 
market.
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*see discussion of full employment in text accompanying table 1
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some stem occupations have 
virtually zero unemployment, 
and many have Below 3.5 
percent unemployment
Unemployment for US workers in Stem fields – including those 
with bachelor’s degrees, master’s degrees, and doctorates – is 4.3 
percent. in many Stem fields, however, unemployment is even far 
lower. in some, it is all but non-existent. For petroleum engineers, 
for example, unemployment is just 0.1 percent. While more than 
25,000 petroleum engineers are currently working, just 37 are un-
employed nationwide.19 Similarly, nearly 98,000 computer network 
architects are working across the country, and just 376 are look-
ing for work, an unemployment rate of 0.4 percent.20 and only 94 
nuclear engineers are unemployed, compared to the more than 
20,000 that have jobs.21
7us stem occupations with unemployment under 3.5 percent
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0.4% computer Network architects
0.5% Nuclear engineers




2.3% computer Hardware engineers
2.4% mechanical engineers
2.5% mining & geological engineers (incl. mining safety engineers)
2.8% computer and information Systems managers
2.9% Biological Scientists
3.4% medical Scientists
 source: census/Bureau of laBor statistics, current population survey, pooled January through decemBer 2011 data.
*see discussion of full employment in text accompanying table 1
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stem fields employ a far 
higher proportion of foreign 
workers than non-stem fields
Unemployment in Stem is markedly low despite the fact that the 
Stem fields hire a higher percentage of foreign-born workers than 
the rest of the economy. and where unemployment is lowest in 
Stem – at the graduate level – the percentage of foreign-born is 
highest.
there is no evidence that higher concentrations of foreign workers 
leads to higher unemployment for US workers. the data, in fact, 
suggest the reverse. in non-Stem occupations, where unemploy-
ment is roughly 8 percent, 8.8 percent of all workers are foreign 
born. in Stem, unemployment is just 4.3 percent despite the fact 
that a higher percentage – 9.2 percent – of all workers are foreign-
born. and for Stem master’s and phDs, who enjoy unemployment 
rates of just 3.4 and 3.15 percent, respectively, the percentage of 
Stem students shoots up significantly. Foreign-born workers make 
up 17.7 percent of all Stem workers with master’s degrees and 




total all education status
all education levels also include high 
school only and Bachelor’s only. stem 
occupations include technician level jobs













 source: census/Bureau of laBor statistics, current population survey, pooled January through decemBer 2011 data.
percentage of foreign workers in stem and non-stem occupations
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4
stem occupations with high 
percentages of foreign 
stem workers enJoy low 
unemployment rates for us 
workers
there is no evidence that a large concentration of foreign workers 
in a Stem occupation leads to high unemployment for US workers 
in that occupation.  Quite to the contrary, 10 of the 11 Stem fields 
with the highest proportion of foreign-born workers have below-
average unemployment rates for Stem (4.3 percent), and 8 of the 
11 have unemployment rates under 3 percent. 
this is consistent with past research that suggests that foreign-
born Stem workers create jobs for their american counterparts.  a 
2011 study by the conservative american enterprise institute and 
the bipartisan partnership for a New american economy found 
that each foreign-born graduate of a US university who stays in the 
US and works in Stem creates on average 2.62 jobs for american 
workers.22
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 source: census/Bureau of laBor statistics, current population survey, pooled January through decemBer 2011 data.
unemployment rate for us citizen workers in 11 stem 







total  stem occupations 8.82% 4.30%
all non-stem occupations 8.57% 8.40%
medical scientists 24.89% 3.40%
computer and information research scientists 23.19% 5.40%
physical scientists, all other 20.52% 4.00%
software developers, applications and systems software 20.13% 4.00%
statisticians 13.32% 1.60%
Biological scientists 10.0% 2.90%
actuaries 9.94% 0.00%
petroleum engineers 9.83% 0.10%
computer hardware engineers 9.39% 2.30%
computer programmers 9.28% 3.70%
computer systems analysts 9.18% 2.50%
12
5
foreign-Born stem workers 
are not paid less than us stem 
workers
there is no evidence that foreign-born Stem workers adversely af-
fect the wages of american workers by providing a less expensive 
source of labor.  the average Stem worker actually makes slightly 
more than his or her US counterpart, earning on average $61 more 
per week.
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Profession Non-Citizen Citizen Difference
WEIGHTED AVERAGE ACROSS ALL STEM OCCUPATIONS 1,428 1,367 61
Actuaries (15-2011) 2,018 1,755 263
Aerospace engineers (17-2011) 1,183 1,692 -509
Agricultural and food scientists (19-1010) 660 1,122 -462
Architects, except naval (17-1010) 916 1,405 -489
Astronomers and physicists (19-2010) 786 1,549 -763
Atmospheric and space scientists (19-2021) 1,923 1,339 584
Biological scientists (19-1020) 1,189 1,118 71
Biological technicians (19-4021) 1,250 1,032 218
Chemical engineers (17-2041) 2,114 1,701 413
Chemical technicians (19-4031) 724 870 -146
Chemists and materials scientists (19-2030) 1,641 1,284 357
Civil engineers (17-2051) 1,475 1,467 8
Computer and information research scientists (15-1111) 2,100 1,221 879
Computer and information systems managers 1,748 1,624 124
Computer hardware engineers (17-2061) 1,144 1,542 -398
Computer network architects  (15-1143) 1,620 1,500 120
Computer occupations, all other  (15-1199) 1,327 1,191 136
Computer programmers (15-1131) 1,288 1,339 -51
Computer support specialists (15-1150) 1,215 1,041 174
Computer systems analysts (15-1121) 1,486 1,401 85
Conservation scientists and foresters (19-1030) 1,756 1,145 611
Database administrators (15-1141) 1,431 1,340 91
Drafters (17-3010) 967 984 -17
Electrical and electronic engineers (17-2070) 1,512 1,556 -44
Engineering managers (11-9041) 1,633 1,968 -335
Engineering technicians, except drafters (17-3020) 852 996 -144
Engineers, all other (17-2199) 1,408 1,445 -37
Environmental scientists and geoscientists (19-2040) 1,247 1,489 -242
Geological and petroleum technicians (19-4041) 1,315 1,163 152
Industrial engineers, including health and safety (17-2110) 1,476 1,356 120
Information security analysts (15-1122) 1,732 1,445 287
Materials engineers (17-2131) 1,358 1,471 -113
Mathematicians (15-2021) 1,385 1,924 -539
Mechanical engineers (17-2141) 1,423 1,460 -37
Medical scientists (19-1040) 1,046 1,283 -237
Mining and geological engineers, including mining safety engineers (17-2151) 1,346 1,546 -200
Miscellaneous life, physical, and social science technicians (19-4090) 736 756 -20
Miscellaneous mathematical science occupations (15-2090) 962 1,227 -265
Network and computer systems administrators (15-1142) 1,329 1,259 70
Operations research analysts (15-2031) 1,359 1,437 -78
Petroleum engineers (17-2171) 1,750 1,806 -56
Physical scientists, all other (19-2099) 1,137 1,474 -337
Software developers, applications and systems software (15-113X) 1,614 1,590 24
Statisticians (15-2041) 756 1,509 -753
Web developers (15-1134) 1,271 1,078 193
 source: census/Bureau of laBor statistics, current population survey, pooled January through decemBer 2011 data.




workers are not crowding 
out the us-Born
there is no evidence that foreign Stem workers drive US workers 
out of the labor force. While Stem fields have far higher percent-
ages of foreign-born workers than non-Stem fields (see table 3), 
this trend is not associated with more US workers being displaced 
and leaving the labor force.  instead, Stem workers were actually 
half as likely as non-Stem workers to leave the labor force over 
the last 12 months.   Just 0.5 percent of all Stem workers left the 
labor force over the last year, compared with 1.0 percent of all 
non-Stem workers.
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Employment by Occupation In Labor Force Left Labor Force in Last 12 months Total
Percent of occupation who 
left labor force in past 12 
months 
Total  STEM Occupations 8,400,479 41,472 8,441,951 0.5%
All Non-STEM Occupations 143,923,887 1,434,550 145,358,437 1.0%
Computer and information systems managers 568,591 1,115 569,706 0.2%
Engineering managers (11-9041) 107,552 0 107,552 0.0%
Computer and information research scientists (15-1111) 21,328 0 21,328 0.0%
Computer systems analysts (15-1121) 458,748 3,346 462,094 0.7%
Information security analysts (15-1122) 44,753 550 45,303 1.2%
Computer programmers (15-1131) 476,383 1,903 478,286 0.4%
Software developers, applications and systems software 
(15-113X)
1,086,526 2,702 1,089,228 0.2%
Web developers (15-1134) 191,427 770 192,197 0.4%
Computer support specialists (15-1150) 496,622 2,265 498,887 0.5%
Database administrators (15-1141) 135,689 794 136,483 0.6%
Network and computer systems administrators (15-1142) 242,853 1,679 244,532 0.7%
Computer network architects  (15-1143) 98,327 219 98,546 0.2%
Computer occupations, all other  (15-1199) 321,171 1,342 322,513 0.4%
Actuaries (15-2011) 17,566 0 17,566 0.0%
Mathematicians (15-2021) *
Operations research analysts (15-2031) 124,074 1,674 125,748 1.3%
Statisticians (15-2041) 37,345 353 37,698 0.9%
Miscellaneous mathematical science occupations (15-2090) *
Architects, except naval (17-1010) 194,415 1,609 196,024 0.8%
Surveyors, cartographers, and photogrammetrists (17-1020) 44,473 641 45,114 1.4%
Aerospace engineers (17-2011) 146,306 1,040 147,346 0.7%
Agricultural engineers (17-2021) *
Biomedical engineers (17-2031) 12,147 26 12,173 0.2%
Chemical engineers (17-2041) 76,871 76,871 0.0%
Civil engineers (17-2051) 403,001 2,633 405,634 0.6%
Computer hardware engineers (17-2061) 78,952 104 79,056 0.1%
Electrical and electronic engineers (17-2070) 319,671 1,857 321,528 0.6%
Environmental engineers (17-2081) 46,498 556 47,054 1.2%
Industrial engineers, including health and safety (17-2110) 184,250 456 184,706 0.2%
Marine engineers and naval architects (17-2121) *
Materials engineers (17-2131) 36,234 0 36,234 0.0%
Mechanical engineers (17-2141) 330,290 1,465 331,755 0.4%
Mining and geological engineers, including mining safety 
engineers (17-2151)
11,536 681 12,217 5.6%
Nuclear engineers (17-2161) 20,222 37 20,259 0.2%
Petroleum engineers (17-2171) 25,065 270 25,335 1.1%
Engineers, all other (17-2199) 347,250 1,973 349,223 0.6%
Drafters (17-3010) 161,718 540 162,258 0.3%
Engineering technicians, except drafters (17-3020) 410,949 1,707 412,656 0.4%
Surveying and mapping technicians (17-3031) 72,103 574 72,677 0.8%
Agricultural and food scientists (19-1010) 41,901 98 41,999 0.2%
Biological scientists (19-1020) 116,985 449 117,434 0.4%
Conservation scientists and foresters (19-1030) 28,912 334 29,246 1.1%
Medical scientists (19-1040) 161,408 1,304 162,712 0.8%
Life scientists, all other (19-1099) *
Astronomers and physicists (19-2010) 20,954 0 20,954 0.0%
Atmospheric and space scientists (19-2021) *
Chemists and materials scientists (19-2030) 93,849 0 93,849 0.0%
Environmental scientists and geoscientists (19-2040) 98,734 409 99,143 0.4%
Physical scientists, all other (19-2099) 158,060 278 158,338 0.2%
Agricultural and food science technicians (19-4011) 25,503 28 25,531 0.1%
Biological technicians (19-4021) 21,523 334 21,857 1.5%
Chemical technicians (19-4031) 81,104 916 82,020 1.1%
Geological and petroleum technicians (19-4041) 10,653 84 10,737 0.8%
Nuclear technicians (19-4051) *
Miscellaneous life, physical, and social science technicians 
(19-4090)
159,475 2,189 161,664 1.4%
 source: census/Bureau of laBor statistics, current population survey, 
pooled January through decemBer 2011 data.
current labor force participation of stem workers
* indicates insufficient data for statistical reporting (30 or fewer sample observations).
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foreign-Born students make 
up more than 40 percent 
of advanced degree stem 
graduates from us universities
US university Stem programs, the pipeline for the future Stem 
workforce in this country, depend upon foreign-born students. at 
the bachelor’s level, 4.4 percent of all Stem graduates are foreign 
born. at the master’s level, this climbs to 40.8 percent. and at the 
phD level it climbs even higher, to 45.2 percent. Unless visa laws 
change, many foreign-born workers educated in the US will not be 




















Source: u.S. Department of eDucation, integrateD poSt-SeconDary eDucation Data SyStem (ipeDS), cuStom uSer query tabulateD July 26, 2012.
stem degrees awarded, by citizenship, 2009
US citizens or residents 
213,480
US citizens or residents 
42,299








foreign students earning 
advanced degrees in 
stem from us universities 
overwhelmingly graduate 
from universities classified as 
“high” or “very high” research 
universities
like their US-born counterparts, the vast majority of foreign-born 
students earning advanced Stem degrees in the US are study-
ing at the top US universities.  the carnegie Foundation for the 
advancement of teaching classifies colleges and universities as 
research, High research, or very High research based on factors 
such as research expenditures, number of research doctorates 
awarded, and number of research faculty.  more than 94 percent of 
all foreign-born phD students in Stem at US universities earn their 
degrees from High or very High research Universities, as do more 
than 73 percent of foreign-born master’s degree Stem students. 
19
Source: u.S. Department of eDucation, integrateD poSt-SeconDary eDucation Data SyStem (ipeDS), cuStom uSer query tabulateD July 26, 2012.
4.4%
percent of advanced stem degrees awarded to foreign-students earned at 
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all 50 states depend upon 
foreign-Born advanced degree
stem students
Foreign-born students are receiving a large share of the master’s 
and phDs in Stem in universities across the country. in several 
states, including connecticut, texas, illinois, oklahoma, and Kan-
sas, more than 50 percent of advanced degree Stem graduates 
are foreign-born.
21






























u.s. total 56,630 39,232 95,862 40.9% 44,295 29,251 73,546 39.8% 12,335 9,981 22,316 44.7%
alaska 81 32 113 28.3% 67 27 94 28.7% 14 5 19 26.3%
alabama 768 604 1,372 44.0% 616 463 1,079 42.9% 152 141 293 48.1%
arkansas 187 145 332 43.7% 151 104 255 40.8% 36 41 77 53.2%
arizona 841 761 1,602 47.5% 604 555 1,159 47.9% 237 206 443 46.5%
california 7,285 4,406 11,691 37.7% 5,421 3,327 8,748 38.0% 1,864 1,079 2,943 36.7%
colorado 1,478 395 1,873 21.1% 1,170 311 1,481 21.0% 308 84 392 21.4%
connecticut 784 1,073 1,857 57.8% 624 960 1,584 60.6% 160 113 273 41.4%
district of columbia 1,240 282 1,522 18.5% 1,119 239 1,358 17.6% 121 43 164 26.2%
delaware 152 133 285 46.7% 108 78 186 41.9% 44 55 99 55.6%
florida 2,219 1,571 3,790 41.5% 1,860 1,167 3,027 38.6% 359 404 763 52.9%
georgia 1,469 1,246 2,715 45.9% 1,053 896 1,949 46.0% 416 350 766 45.7%
hawaii 151 71 222 32.0% 115 44 159 27.7% 36 27 63 42.9%
iowa 499 487 986 49.4% 366 307 673 45.6% 133 180 313 57.5%
idaho 186 79 265 29.8% 156 62 218 28.4% 30 17 47 36.2%
illinois 2,652 2,808 5,460 51.4% 2,136 2,330 4,466 52.2% 516 478 994 48.1%
indiana 930 803 1,733 46.3% 654 449 1,103 40.7% 276 354 630 56.2%
kansas 352 352 704 50.0% 284 273 557 49.0% 68 79 147 53.7%
kentucky 529 367 896 41.0% 436 278 714 38.9% 93 89 182 48.9%
louisiana 561 527 1,088 48.4% 284 402 686 58.6% 277 125 402 31.1%
massachusetts 2,705 1,735 4,440 39.1% 1,917 1,166 3,083 37.8% 788 569 1,357 41.9%
maryland 2,391 746 3,137 23.8% 2,040 461 2,501 18.4% 351 285 636 44.8%
maine 75 26 101 25.7% 61 16 77 20.8% 14 10 24 41.7%
michigan 2,389 1,462 3,851 38.0% 1,945 1,054 2,999 35.1% 444 408 852 47.9%
minnesota 918 395 1,313 30.1% 794 286 1,080 26.5% 124 109 233 46.8%
missouri 951 695 1,646 42.2% 798 536 1,334 40.2% 153 159 312 51.0%
mississippi 406 183 589 31.1% 361 131 492 26.6% 45 52 97 53.6%
montana 147 49 196 25.0% 123 30 153 19.6% 24 19 43 44.2%
north carolina 1,790 799 2,589 30.9% 1,277 562 1,839 30.6% 513 237 750 31.6%
north dakota 105 81 186 43.5% 82 58 140 41.4% 23 23 46 50.0%
nebraska 414 89 503 17.7% 344 49 393 12.5% 70 40 110 36.4%
new hampshire 284 128 412 31.1% 226 91 317 28.7% 58 37 95 38.9%
new Jersey 1,277 1,270 2,547 49.9% 1,034 1,030 2,064 49.9% 243 240 483 49.7%
new mexico 385 282 667 42.3% 293 213 506 42.1% 92 69 161 42.9%
nevada 206 104 310 33.5% 156 64 220 29.1% 50 40 90 44.4%
new york 4,289 4,137 8,426 49.1% 3,472 3,336 6,808 49.0% 817 801 1,618 49.5%
ohio 1,614 1,515 3,129 48.4% 1,265 1,053 2,318 45.4% 349 462 811 57.0%
oklahoma 431 442 873 50.6% 352 344 696 49.4% 79 98 177 55.4%
oregon 477 234 711 32.9% 342 175 517 33.8% 135 59 194 30.4%
pennsylvania 2,864 2,150 5,014 42.9% 2,219 1,587 3,806 41.7% 645 563 1,208 46.6%
puerto rico 426 66 492 13.4% 387 59 446 13.2% 39 7 46 15.2%
rhode island 224 174 398 43.7% 167 100 267 37.5% 57 74 131 56.5%
south carolina 468 253 721 35.1% 345 159 504 31.5% 123 94 217 43.3%
south dakota 143 76 219 34.7% 130 64 194 33.0% 13 12 25 48.0%
tennessee 680 365 1,045 34.9% 490 233 723 32.2% 190 132 322 41.0%
texas 3,239 3,751 6,990 53.7% 2,499 2,924 5,423 53.9% 740 827 1,567 52.8%
utah 630 236 866 27.3% 491 129 620 20.8% 139 107 246 43.5%
virginia 2,130 732 2,862 25.6% 1,865 504 2,369 21.3% 265 228 493 46.2%
vermont 202 19 221 8.6% 180 11 191 5.8% 22 8 30 26.7%
washington 912 296 1,208 24.5% 649 191 840 22.7% 263 105 368 28.5%
wisconsin 846 417 1,263 33.0% 552 228 780 29.2% 294 189 483 39.1%
west virginia 170 156 326 47.9% 153 120 273 44.0% 17 36 53 67.9%
wyoming 78 27 105 25.7% 62 15 77 19.5% 16 12 28 42.9%
source: u.s. department of education, national center for education statistics, integrated postsecondary education data system, 2009 data, compiled July 26, 2012
stem post-baccalaureate degrees by state and student u.s. residency status
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